More than just conveying

In our day to day practice as a provider of advanced, high performance
complete systems, no conveyor
system is identical to any other because we are committed to responding
to your requirements in a flexible and
individual manner, and because the needs differ
widely, depending on the customers and the industries in which they operate.
As a medium-sized company, we follow the principles of lean
organization. You are therefore always talking to staff who are used
to taking decisions. This can save you a considerable amount of time and
money in your complete project.
If you seek convincing performance from planning and advice to installation,
extension and maintenance of your conveyor system, in good time, always in a
dependable and economically effective manner – we are your partner of choice.

Success needs movement

AMI produce plain and toothed belt conveyors, vertical and special conveyors of various designs and dimensions as well as lifting conveyors with transfer stations. AMI stackers and de-stackers permit the use of
space-saving stacking bins. Up to 2,400 bins can be de-stacked per hour. We have suitable
separators, e.g., belt extractors, slope extractors, bridge pushers, transverse chain
pushers, rotary changers as well as swivel separators. Our patented rotary
extractor is one of our most innovative products. In contrast with
many conventional separator systems, it works even with
moving, closed rows of units without slowing down the
travelling movement, thereby sorting in a much more
efficient way. Another benefit is that the rotary
extractor can be located in any position
alongside the conveyor with no need
to interrupt travel. This gives more
flexibility when rearranging
operational sequences.
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Convincing technology

Conveyor systems that are intelligently
designed to meet high technical standards can do much more than simply
move goods from A to B. For example,
they will bring your efficiency curve up
and your operating costs down.
AMI offer comprehensive systems for
anything which has to be "moved" within a company, from light-duty conveyor technology to pallet conveyors
and from warehouse logistics to the
interconnection of production lines.
Each system is unique, made up of
components such as belt conveyors,
roller conveyors, curves, rotary tables,
vertical conveyors and separators.
These components are manufactured
in various designs according to your
individual requirements, offering you
a range of benefits: Our sophisticated and rugged designs ensure
maximum performance and dependability at a low noise level. They
require little maintenance and give
easy servicing, easy operation and
economic use. Where else will you
find a conveyor system that can be
profitably overhauled even after
being in use for ten years?
Whether required for bins, workpiece carriers, cardboard boxes or
trays, for packaged or unpackaged
materials, pallets or box pallets:
Based on a profound analysis, we
plan and design your complete
turnkey conveyor system or an
extension to your existing system
with manual controls or as partly or
fully automated systems, with a
material flow calculator, warehouse
management calculator and a data
network up to full integration into
your ERP system. Applications range
from the incoming goods department.
Also, our system can be used in connection with high-bay warehouses
and automated warehouses for various
types of hardware. Applications range
from the incoming goods department
to the despatch department.

Consignment and sorting systems provided with our efficient handling robots
impress users by their precise and gentle
product handling.
If required, distribution and feeder units,
automatic covering systems, sorting
lines, counting and weighing equipment as well as other tailored special
equipment can be integrated.
AMI offer sorting, distribution, consignment and conveyor systems as well
as complete production lines or specialized stand-alone units for any application and any industry. Examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

pharmaceutical wholesalers
mailorder outlets
wholesalers
beverage industry
luxury and other food industries
graphics and printing industries
automotive industry
OEMs and suppliers
glass and ceramic industries
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